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Game 2 should be a test of the Hawks’ maturity, right? Because there’s a couple things that are clear after just 

one game in this series: The Hawks are too good for the Bucks, and the Bucks are too prideful to quit. 

The Hawks just have too much physical talent all over the floor for the Bogut-less Bucks to handle. Scott 

Skiles has been pretty blunt in talking about his matchup dilemmas, basically saying the Bucks simply have to 

be more aggressive and active with their help defense. What else can the Bucks do, really? 

Skiles can put Mbah a Moute on whomever he wants and it leaves a problem somewhere else. Carlos 

Delfino on Josh is not feasible, but neither is Delfino on J.J. Kurt Thomas is good for bodying Al in the post 

but not for chasing him on mid-range jumpers, while the opposite (or maybe neither) seems to be true with 

Ilyasova. And when Bibby is stroking jumpers too the Bucks can forget it.

So we know the Bucks are overmatched but I have to think they won’t be shook tonight. After they were 

stunned by the Hawks’ opening blitz in Game 1, Skiles said they looked “more like ourselves” in the second 

half. Expect the Bucks to show more poise and energy to start Game 2. And judging by the way Hawks players 

have been carrying themselves over the last couple days, expect them to respond.

“They are probably going to come out more aggressive,” Smoove said. “But we are going to be the same team 

we were in Game 1, exuberant and full of life.”

If the Hawks do that tonight and also crisply execute to take advantage of their superior talent, we’ll know 

they’ve taken another step toward being what they want to be. 

– I’ve been impressed by the overall positive vibes from my blog people. Good to see you set aside your gripes 

and get behind your squad. Just think, if the Hawks come out and smoke the Bucks tonight you’ll have three 

days of shine until Game 3. 

Have fun, Hawks fans.

MC
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